
Simplified real-time 
automatic transcription
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Most automatic transcription services on the market today are for post-production. 
LiveScrypt works in real time and features built-in professional audio inputs, 
making it easier to achieve accurate AI-based transcription.

Epiphan LiveScrypt™ AI-powered real-time transcription

Hello.
My name is Angela.

Hello.My name is 
Angela.
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XLR, TRS, 3.5 mm, RCA, 
HDMI, SDI, or USB
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Hello. My name 
is Angela.



Save on live transcription fees
Human transcriptionists skilled enough for live events 
command premium prices, and often fees continue to accrue 
even when your event pauses for lunch. With a low initial 
hardware cost and minimal per-hour transcription fees, 
LiveScrypt is a wise investment for any organization with a 
need for live subtitling.

Ensure high performance from end to end
Pressure to keep pace with speakers increases the rate of 
human transcription errors – especially after fatigue sets in. 
LiveScrypt never wavers and never loses steam, ensuring high 
transcription accuracy from start to finish. And with built-in 
professional audio inputs, LiveScrypt makes it easy to connect 
to crystal-clear audio for accurate AI transcription.

Tailor to your event
LiveScrypt offers several customization options to suit your 
unique requirements, including multiple languages, light and 
dark settings to make transcriptions easier to read, automatic 
punctuation, and profanity filters. You can also apply a North 
American Industry Classification System (NAICS) code to 
increase transcription accuracy for specialized vocabulary.
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Simplified real-time automatic transcription

Conference Legislative House of worshipEducation Corporate

From conference presentations and company town hall meetings to university lectures and church 
sermons, LiveScrypt can transcribe it – automatically, accurately, and affordably.


